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OnGuard showcases hardware integration in video, access control and visitor management, as well as additional database and operating system support.
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OnGuard Access is an advanced access control application that includes a feature-rich alarm monitoring module. IP-enabled controllers allow the application to extend easily to all parts of the enterprise with the appropriate degree of security at the door.

OnGuard Access offers built-in support for all card technologies including MIFARE and iCLASS smart cards, as well as biometrics and wireless access control devices.

Video security requires more than simply combining hardware with software. It is the creative implementation of an intelligent blend of unique technology tailored to the exact needs of an organization’s visual security requirements.

Breakthrough technologies such as video analytics and ultra-secure network communications give organizations unparalleled flexibility and control. OnGuard video solutions of all sizes offer intricate alarm integration, investigative analytics, event-driven recording, and total system management.

OnGuard Enterprise is the industry’s first multi-server, synchronized database solution designed for enterprises with multiple facilities spread across geographical areas.

OnGuard Enterprise allows corporate security and IT managers to maintain central control over the entire integrated security system, while allowing regional offices to maintain independence and autonomous operations of their regional security systems.
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